Best Friends Forever?
The Community Spirit revolution
New peer communities are set to give consumer power a
huge boost across Europe and the US over the next decade.
Tomorrow’s businesses will increasingly need to submit to
citizen gatekeepers. But those that can empower these new
communities will gain a market of loyal fans.
Here are 10 key insights from our comprehensive report.
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Key insights from this report
1. Consumers will gain greater control
Consumers are becoming increasingly powerful players in the purchase and
business journey. Already 87 percent of Britons believe consumers can
influence how retailers and manufacturers do business.1 More and more are
losing faith in institutions and placing greater trust in their peers. The future
will see them seeking much greater personal and collective control over the
purchase process. They’ll increasingly act as gatekeepers, not just for their
own immediate circle but for local, national, even global communities.
Businesses’ power to influence their customers, or the perception of their
brand, will diminish.

2. Local neighbourhoods will take centre stage
People are placing increasing value on their surroundings. Good work/life
balance is proving a bigger priority. Trust in big organisations is falling and
more consumers believe it safer to ‘think small’, further impacting the way
they view their local area. Buoyed by the 2020 pandemic, homeworking will
rise, with a shift from White Collar to No Collar. All of this will drive people to
take greater interest in, and ownership of, their local neighbourhoods. These
will gain more purchase power, as channel and choice driver. Neighbourhood
organisations will become key pressure groups.

13%
of householders in
the UK expect their
parents will move
in with them.

3. Family and household composition will be transformed
Traditional family, household and living space composition are set for major
change. The boundaries between families and friends are beginning to
dissolve. Household size is starting to grow, buoyed by children and
grandparents. Already one in eight UK householders expect their parents will
move in with them.2 High end flat sharing will increase too, as the differential
between house prices and wages continues to rise. Over the next 5-10 years
there will be markedly more co-living and ‘live, work, play’ developments.
Companies that do not, or cannot, adapt their marketing and distribution
methods and platforms will fall massively behind.
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4. Employer brands will matter to staff and customers alike
As peer trust grows and consumers place more value on human to human
(H2H) relationships, the ‘humanity’ of brands will take centre stage.
Interactions between customers and staff will have more impact on decision
and purchase journeys: shop assistants to delivery drivers to customer
service reps. The rising importance of employees was illustrated during the
pandemic. One might have assumed the treatment of customers would take
top priority in a crisis, but this was not the case. The way brands treat their
employees actually became the most important criteria when evaluating a
brand.3 Meanwhile, as technology enables smarter workplace
communication, and companies look to workplace relationships to boost
engagement, employee communities will gain internal power too.

More and more
communities will
develop into selfsufficient bubbles

5. Communities will become ever more autonomous
Unhappy with the pace of change, citizens on the Right and Left are
increasingly protesting government, institutional and business influence. As a
result, as neighbourhoods, households and other communities become
stronger and more independent, an increasing number will develop into selfsufficient ‘bubbles’. Few will be gated communities in the traditional sense,
but many will certainly close the gates to attitudes, lifestyles, products - and
brands - they don’t like. They’ll range in size from micro-communes and local
neighbourhoods to Seasteading communities and even city states. But they’ll
be united by social and geographic independence: and being people-first.

Seasteading could create huge brand new cities like ‘Oceanix’.
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6. Brands will succeed by empowering communities
As consumers seek greater control over their lifestyles and purchase
journeys, they’ll need outside help. They may have more power than before,
but they’ll know they’re not infallible, and many of the areas they’re trying to
control will be new to them. They will be grateful to brands that provide them
with practical advice, more opportunities for interaction and choice, and
transparent product data to help make smarter decisions. Many of
tomorrow’s successful brands will focus less on identifying specific needs
across many different groups, and instead target the full range of needs of
specific ‘consumer verticals’.

7. New communities will provide new markets
The rise of new household and community typologies will be uncomfortable
for brands unable to develop their strategies accordingly. But those with a
strong innovation culture will benefit from the new needs and markets they
offer. Sandwich households will seek more adaptable products and services:
modular furniture to multi-user insurance policies. Companies will benefit
from offering ‘framily’ loyalty cards, streaming service and theme park
discounts. There’ll be demand for products that work in multi-occupancy
homes, like voice assistant hubs and payment management apps. Demand
will also grow for products previously outside the requirements or budget of
single households. Tomorrow’s larger households will have an appetite for
higher value, shareable items, from Peloton bikes to 3D food printers.

Word of mouth
from community
micro-influencers
will have a major
impact on future
product choice

8. Communities will become marketing hubs
Today 91 percent of all consumers say positive customer reviews make them
more likely to use a product.4 By 2030 we believe word of mouth will dwarf
any other purchase driver. As peer trust and communal self-sufficiency
become ever more important, word of mouth from community microinfluencers will have a phenomenal impact on product choice. Again, smart
brands will utilise this. Products and services that provide genuine solutions
to the problems of a close-knit community will stimulate a whole engine of
positive recommendation and publicity generation.
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9. Branded communities will supercharge loyalty
Across most sectors, brand loyalty levels are crumbling. The time customers
stay with one service provider has fallen 39 percent in the last four years.5 But
the Community Spirit trend offers hope here too. Customers’ trust in the
concept of reciprocally-run communities is growing. In future, companies will
find greater success by creating a genuine ‘community spirit’ between
customers, employees and brand. Those that can show with authenticity that
they’re ‘one of the family’ will see consumer loyalty levels rise.

10. Brands will have to think and act local to survive
In recent decades many people cared more about the house prices and
transport links of their neighbourhoods, than the quality of life they provided.
But that is changing. What happens within a one-mile radius of their home is
becoming more important to people. As a result, they’ll increasingly act as
brand gatekeepers to their neighbourhoods, and question what brands might
bring to them. In future, companies will need to think and act local to appeal
to their customers.
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Poynter Institute, Media Trust Survey, Aug 2018

The pandemic has accelerated the importance of local neighbourhoods
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About the writers
Next Big Thing is on a mission to democratise future forecasting. We want
everyone in an organisation to support an innovative culture and be ready to
profit from what's next.
Over the last twenty years, Next Big Thing has grown from a small consumer
trends agency into a full-service strategic Futures consultancy. Our approach
is human-centred. We’ve learned over time that understanding human
behaviour and motivation, and mapping it against unfolding events, is the
most effective way to predict trends.
Forecasting is a science, but it’s a simple one to understand if you have the
right people to help you.
Clients that have benefited from our approach include Amazon, HSBC, Walt
Disney, Sainsbury's, Marks & Spencer, BBC and British Telecom.
Directors William and Nadia Higham are available to present the findings of
the report to your team. Just ask for rates and availability.

Get in touch
Learn more about our talks and workshops or get a quick costing for your
consultancy project.
Call 020 3542 1900
Mail info@next-big-thing.net
Visit http://www.next-big-thing.net
Follow @nextbigthingco
Join the new LinkedIn community: Community Spirit Revolution
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